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Technology has contributed immensely to providing sustainable solutions to the overall
demands of humanity. It plays an important role in society at large and has improved the way
we learn, think and communicate. 

Despite all its advantages, many technology enthusiasts believe that the greatest advantage of
technology in our world today is accessibility. 

Through technology, you can do virtually anything from the comfort of your bedroom – including
unlimited access to online sizzling hot  casino games across the globe. 

Apart from the fun, online gambling gives you the opportunity to earn some extra cash without
having to go to Vegas! Well, some actually say that through online gambling, technology brings
Vegas to you! 

In this article, we have highlighted the top 8 online casino games you should try out today,
enjoy! Interestingly, some licensed online casinos have a large selection that includes all the
games mentioned on our list – and more! 
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Top 8 Sizzling Hot Online Casino Games 

Roulette: Roulette is a casino game named after the French word meaning little wheel which
was likely developed from the Italian game Biribi. The best way to win more games on roulette
(or to minimize the risk to lose money on the roulette wheel, if you wish) is to focus on the
outside bets. Although these roulette bets do not lead to mind-blowing wins, keeping your bets
on the odds/even, red/black, and high/low gives you the highest chances to score a win. 

Blackjack: Blackjack is the most widely played casino banking game in the world. The game is
played with decks of 52 cards and is an American descendant of a global family of banking
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games known as Twenty-One. This family of card games also includes the British game of
Pontoon and the European game, Vingt-et-Un. 

Video Poker: Video poker is a casino game based on five-card draw poker. It is played on a
computerized console similar in size to a slot machine. Based purely on odds, Double Bonus
Poker is the best video poker game to play. Statistically, your odds in this game are so high that
you'll get paid to play. Jacks or Better is another great choice because of its popularity and an
outstanding balance of payout and house edge. 

Baccarat: Baccarat or baccara is another sizzling hot  card game played at casinos. It is a
comparing card game played between two hands, the "player" and the "banker". Each baccarat
coup has three possible outcomes: "player", "banker", and "tie". Chinese Baccarat players love
the game due to its fast style, and because it's not too heavily weighted in the casino's favour. 

Pai Gow: The name "pai gow" is loosely translated as "make nine" or "card nine". This reflects
the fact that, with a few high-scoring exceptions, the maximum score for a hand is nine. The
objective of Pai Gow Poker is for each Player to arrange their cards into two hands in such a
way that they both rank higher than the Banker's two hands. The five-card hand must rank
higher than the Banker's five-card hand, and the two-card hand must rank higher than the
Banker's two-card hand. 

Sic Bo: Sic Bo is a simple dice game based on chance. All you need to do is place your chips
on a bet box on the table. The dice are shaken and if the outcome of the roll matches your bet,
you win. Sic Bo features a variety of possible bets, each with its own payout odds. It is an
exciting live game played with three regular dice with a face value of 1 to 6. 

Keno: Keno is a lottery-style game with 80 balls numbered 1 through 80. Players choose up to
20 numbers and place a wager on which ones will be drawn at random on the next game. Keno
payouts are based upon how many numbers the player chose are called; the number of
matches out of those chosen, and the wager. 

Slots: A slot machine is a gambling game with spinning reels. Those reels have symbols on
them, which land randomly after you place a bet and spin the reels. Modern slot machines use a
computer program called a random number generator to determine which symbols land where.
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Online slots games are computerized versions of the classic fruit machines you'll find at all good
casinos. With online versions of these much-loved games, there are additional features such as
wild symbols and scatter symbols, as well as interactive bonus rounds and much more. 

Read more https://www.africanexponent.com/post/10148-top-8-online-casino-games-you-sho
uld-try-out-today
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